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Handout: Professional Presentations &   
Preparing to Present to Clients 
 

R E Q U I R E M E N T S : 

1) 3–4 minute maximum

2)  Be very practiced and very prepared to present; be confident and enthusiastic about your 

work. Remember to smile and look at the client / audience. 

Always begin a presentation with an ‘executive summary’ or key points from the design brief 

and your rationale. By the time the designer presents a ‘designed’ solution, the creative brief 

has already been approved. Explain—clearly in business terms or key objectives—precisely 

why that solution meets all of the business or communication objectives. 

 

  ·  The executive summary of the design brief MUST BE  

   1) Rich with information & 

     2) SUCCINCT

  ·  Briefly review the key (business or communication) elements that are applicable: why 

we are doing this project? why we are doing it now (timing)? who we are doing it for? 

and always describe the expected outcomes. Why? This is done to 1) remind the 

approver/client of the goals and problem set before you and 2) that you thoroughly 

understand a) the project and the organization (business) needs; b) that you under-

stand the target audience and c) that you worked strategically in a highly businesslike/

professional manner.

  ·  Use the language the client used. Use the key ideas the client communicated about  

the objectives and organization (business). They are the experts on their organization / 

business.

  ·  Do not try to defend design solutions by talking about design elements INSTEAD state 

why the design solution meets the organization’s (business or communication) objectives. 

Use rational business discourse in the approval process. Take it out of the subjective and 

move it into the objective. 

Design is a problem-solving discipline. Focus on the problem and how your solution solves 

that problem. It is not necessary to rave about your creative use of color or typography or 

other design elements. This is an important habit to break, in school we are used to speaking 

a language that business people are not familiar with (e.g. the power of negative space, bold 

color palettes and unique typographic styles). 

Professor Vice of Herron states that “[w]hen you present, report on your strategy for achiev-

ing the client’s objectives. How is this proposed solution better than all of the many solutions 

that were viable? Probably you will not spend your time talking about what typefaces you used, 
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The following side notes are  
less applicable to our client but 
are key ideas important for you to 
be aware of: 

·   It is advisable to move through 
the brief point by point sum-
marizing its elements. Mention 
briefly who is ultimately account-
able for the results and who 
the key stakeholders are, and 
give an overview of the various 
phases of the project. Describe 
the phases of the project, be 
certain to clearly explain, in 
layman’s terms, the content of 
the phrase, why it was critical, 
who was involved, what if any 
approvals were made in the 
phase and by whom and the 
results of any target audience 
testing. 

·  Always mention that key stake-
holders were actively involved 
in every phase of the project 
and that they agreed to the end 
result of each stage.

 
·  If you absolutely must talk about 

design elements to a client—do 
it last! The organization/busi-
ness goals (the business case) 
ALWAYS come first!

·  (Of course, there are times 
when you may be presenting 
to a person who considers 
themselves a “visual person” or 
you may be speaking to your 
creative director or art director 
and need carefully consider how 
your formal decisions address 
the brief…

·  Keep in mind that the goal 
is to solve the problem and to 
meet the communication or 
business objective…)
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what color palette you created and what paper textures you coordinated. You might choose not 

to describe the intricacies of the photomontage you created or that you used XYZ software….

To someone who cares, these details are self-evident. All this information describes the thing that 

you made, not how your solution responds to the needs of the client’s unique situation. Let these 

formal characteristics speak for themselves. Instead, focus your energy on revealing the solution 

strategy behind the surface. Your ability to highlight the performance attributes of your design solu-

tion will determine how professionals perceive you. If you try not to talk about formal issues and 

you find that you really don’t have anything else to say, you may discover that you have not yet 

developed a real solution. Keep working.”

Anticipate possible negative or subjective comments. Do not invite subjective criticism. 

NEVER SAY: “Do you like it?” (Invariably they won’t!)  Remember describe why it solves a busi-

ness problem NOT why it is pretty. Anticipate possible objections, including “Isn’t the type too 

small?” “Should the logo be larger?”… Anticipate these types of comments and deal with them 

in your presentation in a way that ensures they will NOT be asked… (reasoning must be valid 

e.g. user testing and lengthy information of multiple global offices required us to…). Be pre-

pared to address concerns.

Writing your oral presentation / preparing yourself —  

first refer to your creative brief + use these question to re-check your thinking: 

1) Why we are doing this project? What are our goal/s? 

2) Who is the target audience? Who are we speaking to?

3)  Describe the expected outcomes.  

Why? This is done to 1) remind the approver/client of the goals and problem set before 

you and 2) that you thoroughly understand a) the project and the organization (business) 

needs; b) that you understand the target audience and c) that you worked strategically in a 

highly businesslike/professional manner. 

4)  Reveal the solution strategy behind the surface. Why it solves the problem/s. How does your 

work promote the business and attract users/customers? 

5) Highlight the performance attributes of your design solution

6)  How have you communicated the essence of this business? How have you captured and 

communicated the ‘voice’ / personality of the business consistently across all media?  

How is the work memorable, compelling and true to the business’ key messages? 

7) What makes this business special? 

8)  What critical (3–5) messages are you communicating to the client about the  

strength of your solution.
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